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Description

TP-Link | Archer MR600 | AC1200 4G LTE Advanced CAT6
Gigabit Router
The Archer MR600 is a powerful 4G+ CAT6 AC1200 Wireless Dual Band Gigabit Router offered by TP-Link. As their first 4G+
router, it can boost data speeds of up to 300 Mbps*, ensuring fast and efficient internet connectivity. Setting up the router is
hassle-free as it requires no complicated configurations - simply plug in a SIM card, and it's ready to use. It guarantees
compatibility with SIM cards from over 100 countries, a result of extensive field tests ensuring reliable performance worldwide.

 

The router supports MU-MIMO technology, enabling simultaneous data streams that increase WiFi throughput and network
efficiency. It also has TP-Link OneMeshTM support, allowing it to work seamlessly with other TP-Link OneMesh products,
creating a flexible and cost-efficient Mesh network for extended coverage. Users can enjoy stable and efficient connections
throughout their space, thanks to the two external LTE antennas that provide better signal reception.

 

For devices that require wired connections, the Archer MR600 offers full Gigabit ports, ensuring reliable and high-speed wired
connections for bandwidth-intensive devices like game consoles and STBs. In situations where a 4G connection is not available,
the router also supports Wi-Fi router mode, allowing users to plug an Ethernet cable into the LAN/WAN port for flexible access
options. Furthermore, the setup and management of the router are made easy through the Tether app, providing users with a
convenient and user-friendly interface to control their network settings. Overall, the Archer MR600 offers a robust and versatile
solution for high-speed 4G+ internet connectivity with extensive coverage and flexibility.

FEATURES
TP-Link's First 4G+ Router – supports 4G+ Cat6 to boost the data speeds of up to 300 Mbps*
Plug a SIM card and play – no configurations needed, compatibility of SIM cards in 100+ countries are assured by years
of field tests
MU-MIMO supported – simultaneous data streams increase WiFi throughput and network efficiency
Supports TP-Link OneMeshTM – co-works with TP-Link OneMesh products to create a flexible and cost-efficient Mesh
network
Better Signal for Connections Everywhere – enjoy stable and efficient connections to every device thanks to the two
external LTE antennas
Full Gigabit Ports – provides reliable wired connections for bandwidth-intensive devices such as game consoles and STB
Wi-Fi router mode – plug an Ethernet cable into the LAN/WAN port for flexible access if you can't get a 4G connection
Easy setup and management all by Tether app

*Maximum wireless signal rates are the physical rates derived from IEEE Standard 802.11 specifications. Actual wireless data throughput and wireless coverage, and quantity of connected devices are not guaranteed and will vary as a

result of network conditions, client limitations, and environmental factors, including building materials, obstacles, volume and density of traffic, and client location.

WARRANTY
3-Years Manufacturer 's Warranty
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